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Abstract— We present a real-time system for a mobile robot
that can reliably detect and track people in uncontrolled
indoor environments. The system uses a combination of leg
detection based on distance information from a laser range
sensor and visual face detection based on an analogical
algorithm implemented on specialized hardware (the CNN
universal machine). Results from tests in a variety of environments with different lighting conditions, a different number
of appearing and disappearing people, and different obstacles
are reported to demonstrate that the system can find and
subsequently track several, possibly people simultaneously in
indoor environments. Applications of the system include in
particular service robots for social events.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The detection and reliable tracking of people in real time
is a difficult problem in dynamic indoor environments (such
as used for receptions, exhibitions, etc.), where lighting
conditions are not controlled, multiple people are move
at different speeds in different directions, and temporary
occlusions can occur at any time. The problem typically
becomes intractable on mobile robots with limited computational resources, where standard algorithms are not
applicable because of their high computational demands.
Yet, for many service tasks such as those performed by a
waiter offering appetizers to guests at a reception or a tour
guide keeping track of a group of visitors, being able to
track people for a certain time is essential.
Recently, several systems have been proposed for mobile
robots to detect and subsequently track people based on a
combination of distance information obtained from laser
range data and visual information obtained from a camera
[24], [9], [12]. While these systems are capable of detecting
and tracking individual people to varying degrees, none of
them is capable of tracking multiple people at the same
time. And even in the case of single person tracking it
seems that these systems will fail to reliably track a person
moving at a normal speed given that their overall update
rates are very low. Moreover, given that the employed
face detection algorithms are often dependent on skin
color detection alone (as opposed to the detection of other
facial features), they are prone to exhibit high classification
errors (i.e., false positives) in environments that contain
skin-like colors. Finally, the proposed systems typically
cannot track people while the robot is moving, which
effectively excludes the applicability of such systems in
highly dynamic environments (e.g., where the robot has to

move frequently in order to avoid obstacles or to follow
people around).
In this paper, we present a novel bimodal, combined
digital-analog approach that is intended to overcome these
difficulties. Two subsystems use visual information from
a simple web camera for face detection and distance
information from a 2D laser range finder for leg detection,
respectively. Both systems can track people independently,
but use information from the other system to constrain their
set of possible candidates for tracking and to overcome
temporary occlusions of faces or legs dues to obstacles in
the environment or movements of the robot. For the visual
subsystem a parallel processor for fast vision processing
operations on 64 x 64 pixel images, the cellular neural
network (CNN) universal machine [1], [2], [3], [4], was
integrated. This processor runs a sensory pre-processing
analogical algorithm, which in combination with standard
digital algorithms allows for fast, reliable detection of faces
[23].
The paper is organized as follows: after a quick review
of four recent approaches for person detection and tracking,
we present an overview of our proposed system. We describe both the face-detection and leg-detection subsystems
in more detail, and present results from various evaluation
experiments on a mobile robot, which demonstrate different
capacities of the system, from fast detection of individuals
entering a room, to tracking of multiple individuals with
partial occlusions of faces and legs. The subsequent discussion briefly addresses how the proposed system could
be integrated into a larger robotic architectures (especially
for service robots).
II. BACKGROUND ON P EOPLE T RACKING IN I NDOOR
E NVIRONMENTS USING V ISUAL AND D ISTANCE
I NFORMATION
Much work on detecting and tracking people with mobile
robots has focused on visual methods (e.g., [10], [19], [18],
[13]). However, there are also recent approaches that make
use of laser range finders to detect and track people (e.g.,
[17], [14], [15], [16]). Most recently, a few approaches have
attempted to combine visual and range data information
from laser and sonar sensors to obtain better detection and
tracking (e.g., [24], [9], [12], [20]).
The basic idea common to these “bimodal” systems it to
use distance information to find the legs or the body of a

human person and then subsequently use this information
to confine the visual search for faces or human bodies.
The individual systems differ in how they make use of
distance information and how distance information and
visual information are integrated.
The “robot photographer” in [24], for example, uses
laser range data to verify that skin-colored pixels, which
have been isolated by a color-blob detection algorithm as
possibly belonging to faces, do indeed belong to a face.
By computing the height of people and the size of their
faces based on the distance information, the algorithm
excludes pixels that do not correspond to objects within
given distance and size parameters, while objects that
satisfy the parameters are interpreted as faces.
The system in [12] obtains laser range data first to build
a histogram of the background in order to distinguish
moving from non-moving objects and subsequently to
determine where people (i.e., their legs) are. Then the
position information is used to perform face detection on
the subimage using a neural network-based face detection
algorithm [21].
Visual and laser range information is used to independently obtain information about faces and legs in [9].
These individual “percepts” are subsequently combined or
“anchored”: when legs or a face or both are detected in a
particular position, the system counts this as evidence that
a person has been detected.
Finally, sonar and visual information from a 360 degree
camera are fused in [20] to determine the closest person
using a variant of the condensation algorithm in [22] for
vision-based tracking. Samples of the environment that are
only supported by one modality (i.e., either sonar or vision)
are eventually discarded.
While all four approaches have their individual strengths,
they also have their individual shortcomings. The skin
detection algorithm in [24], for example, needs to be
re-trained in each new environment. The system in [12]
will fail to detect people if the laser scan fails to detect
them, and, moreover, only attempt to detect people when
the robot is stationary. Finally, the systems in [9] and
[20] will have difficulties detecting and tracking people in
environments with moving people, where low frame rates
are insufficient to keep track of environmental changes
(especially the system in [20] given its computationally
expensive face and “head-shoulder” detection methods–a
detailed assessment of the system’s potential was unfortunately not possible due to the lack of information about
the frame rate or any experiments that were performed to
evaluate the system).
Independent of these individual challenges, all systems
share three important limitations: (1) they can either not
deal at all or not deal well with a moving robot, (2)
they cannot deal at all with temporary occlusions (e.g.,
with the absence of one of the two modalities), and most
importantly, (3) they can only track one person at a time
(e.g., in the presence of multiple people, some chose to
track the closest person, e.g., [12] and [20]).
In the following, we will present our approach to people

tracking that was designed to overcome all three limitations.
III. A N A RCHITECTURE FOR A DAPTIVE B IMODAL
P EOPLE T RACKING
The basic idea underlying the design of the proposed
solution, which also distinguishes it from the above described systems, is that the face detection and leg detection
systems operate asynchronously and are to some extent
capable of tracking faces and legs independently. As will
be seen, this leads to superior performance compared to
previous solutions, as movements of the robot do not
have any significant impact on the performance of each
subsystem. Specifically, the robot might be moving due to
a violation of the “safety zone” defined around it (e.g.,
because a person stepped up too close) and still be able to
track legs and faces, because both the leg tracking system
and the face tracking subsystem will automatically and
independently adjust for any robotic movements. We start
with an overview of the architecture, which is depicted in
Figure 1.
A. Overview of the Architecture

Fig. 1. The basic architecture for people tracking. The dashed areas
indicate separate, concurrently operating subsystems for face detection
(A), leg detection (B), and face and leg tracking, respectively (C).

Three different sensors are employed in current implementation: a web camera, a 2D laser range sensor, and
three sets of 8 sonar sensors each. Sensory data streams
are processed separately in parallel (i.e., a visual 2D image
stream from the camera, a 1D distance data stream from
the laser, and three sets of 1D distance streams each from
the sonar sensors). For each stream, there is a perceptual
processing module that extracts relevant information from
the stream: a face detection module (A), a leg detection
module (B), and the “safety region detector”, which detects
objects that enter a region of 30 cm around the robot at
two different heights. Perceptual information from both
modules (A) and (B) is then fed into independent face and
leg tracking modules (C), which in turn can constrain each
other’s operation. The functional details of these modules
will be described below.
The face tracking module directly controls the motors
of the pan-tilt unit (on which the web camera is mounted),
while the leg tracking module can generate “people investigation” behavior. This behavior is triggered if a candidate
region for legs of people is too far away to allow for visual

verification about whether the region also has an associated
face. If a set of possible legs is to be further investigated, the robot’s movement towards the potential person
is combined with the ongoing escape route computation
that is based on sonar information about objects entering
the robot’s safety zone. If there is a conflict between the
robot’s safety and investigation of new potential people
(e.g., because they would make the robot move in opposite
directions), the safety routes always take precedence in the
behavior integration module.
B. The Adaptive Face Detection Module
The face detection algorithm was developed for indoor settings, where faces have to be detected against
backgrounds with varying color and uncontrolled lighting
conditions (e.g., flickering lights). In such an environment,
the variety of background objects makes it often difficult
to distinguish objects based on contours, hence color
information is used for an initial estimation of whether
a face could be located in an image.

Fig. 2.

with the result, from which a centroid for the two eyes is
obtained (steps (e) and (f) in Figure 2).
A second method of eye detection is also employed,
which uses a horizontal projection of the color information
to determine the distribution of the color data. The horizontal projection is analyzed to find the minima and check
that the results correspond to the eyes found in the earlier
method. This horizontal histogram is also used to find the
height of the face for later use (step (d) in Figure 2).
While information about the possible location of eyes
in a color patch can significantly improve the detection
of faces, background objects with colors similar to facial
colors can still interfere enough to reduce the performance
of face detection based on eye information. To reduce this
interference, edge detection of the area, already determined
to be of the correct color, was used to find more complicated structures. The peak in a vertical histogram of the
edges is determined to be the center of the face, in a method
similar to that used by [7]. The vertical histogram is also
used to find the width of the face. A ratio of the height,
found earlier, to the width of the face is then used as a final
decision making factor (steps (g), (h) and (i) in Figure 2)
to determine the instantaneous probability that a face was
detected, which is computed for every frame (for details
of the whole process, see [23]).
If no face was found, but there is skin-like color in a
region, the color threshold values are adjust and the process
is repeated. This mechanisms helps to eliminate some of
the variations due to different lighting conditions.

A diagram of the Analogical CNN Algorithm.

C. The Leg Detection Module
First, a 64 x 64 subimage of the larger 160 x 120 image
is selected (step (a) in Figure 2). This region is dependent
on whether a face was detected previously in the region
or whether the face detection module is in search mode
for a face (in which overlapping regions are considered
consecutively). This subimage is then pre-processed with
the CNN processor to detect faces. Specifically, in a first
step the influence of brightness is factored out by taking
the difference between the red and green color channels.
A threshold function with a parameter range between 0255 (where 128 is an equal amount of red and green, and
255 is all red and no green) is applied (a typical range
for facial color was determined to be 180-240). To make
the system more robust against sudden changes of lighting,
an adaptation mechanism was integrated that can quickly
adjust the lower boundary of the difference range (steps
(b) and (c) in Figure 2).
To ensure that a given color patch is a face, eye detection
is performed, first based on the color information by
picking out eyes as gaps in the color patch. To make sure
the gaps are inside the face, shadow operators [8] are used
to perform shadow operations independently up, and down,
then left and right for the respective eyes. A logical AND
operation is performed on all shadowed images and the
original color data is subtracted from the result to find the
gaps inside the face. The left and right shadow operators
are then independently combined via an AND operation

The leg detection system is based on 180 distance readings at about 25 cm above ground (one per degree) obtained
from the laser range finder for the area in front of the robot.
Because there are many objects in indoor environments
that might qualify as human legs from this simplistic
perspective (e.g., legs of chairs or tables, protruding door
door frames), objects that are too close to the walls are
discarded (this is determined by subtracting subsequent
sonar readings of the environment) and only objects that are
at some minimum distance away from walls are considered.
Humans can be in two poses from the robot’s perspective: in the first both legs are distinguishable, because there
is an empty space between them, in the second they appear
as one “column”. The leg detection system searches for
legs of the appropriate with and a possible gap between
legs scaled by the distance. If two legs with a gap of
appropriate size are found, they are marked as detected.
If only one leg is found, there are three cases: it could
be two legs close together without a gap (if it is twice
the width of a human leg at that distance–this typically
happens at greater distances where the 1-degree resolution
is insufficient to pick up the gap between the legs), or one
leg could occlude the other (e.g., the person is standing
sideways), or it is not a human leg after all.
In such circumstances, where legs cannot be identified
right away, they are marked as requiring further confirmation, which subsequently will come from face detection: if

a face is found in the direction of the suspected legs “above
the legs”, then the legs are confirmed (this confirmation
process will involve the tracking modules and might cause
the robot to move towards the leg area if the location of
the legs is too far away from the robot’s current position
to be able to detect faces).
D. The Face and Leg Tracking Modules
The face tracking module attempts to track a detected
face over time to gain confidence, based on the instantaneous probability, that a face is actually found. For this,
it implements a simple belief revision mechanism that can
deal with temporary losses of faces due to imperfections of
the detection algorithm (e.g., based on lighting conditions,
background objects, etc.) as well as possible occlusions.
The belief revision mechanisms consists of a certainty
factor C (between 0 and 1), which at any given time
expresses the degree to which the system “believes” that
it is tracking a face. C is initially 0 and subsequently
updated according to the following differential equation:
∆C = G ∗ (1 − C) ∗ (f ace) − D ∗ (1 − C) ∗ (¬f ace),
where f ace is a Boolean value indicating the presence of
a face as determined by the face detection subsystem, and
G and D are constants (determined experimentally), which
influence the increase and decrease of the certainty that a
face has been detected.
The leg tracking module then uses the face tracking
module to verify that non-confirmed legs belong to people,
and more importantly, attempts to track all confirmed pairs
of legs found in the environment. Whenever a new, unconfirmed pair of legs appears (e.g., because a person enters
the area observed by the laser sensor), visual confirmation
is sought from the face tracking module, which will move
the camera in the direction of the legs. If there is face in the
area, the confidence C will eventually reach the threshold
value 0.4999 used by the leg tracking module to mark the
legs as confirmed.
Moving legs will be tracked by matching the closest
pair of legs from the previous update cycle to the current
one. Two main problems occur with movements: (1) legs
are about to leave the sensory range, in which case the
robot will either follow them (e.g., moving towards them)
or stop tracking them (e.g., because other legs are being
tracked that the )–the details of this decision making will
very much depend on the particular application. The other
problem (2) is that people’s paths cross and sets of legs
cannot be discriminated because they are occluded. In
this case, the system will wait until motion occurs in the
area, and then subsequently verify that still two people
are present (possibly using face tracking if this cannot be
achieved by leg information alone).
In general, people moving in environments will lead
to temporary occlusions of legs and faces. Temporarily
occluded faces typically are not a problem as long as
legs can still be tracked (in that case, the person could
not have disappeared). Occluded legs, on the other hand,
could mean that the person left the area, and are thus

marked unconfirmed.1 Hence, the face tracking module is
used to investigate the area of the last position of the legs
to confirm that a face is still present. If no face can be
detected, the legs are removed from the tracking list.
IV. E VALUATION E XPERIMENTS ON A M OBILE ROBOT
The evaluation of the proposed architecture was performed on an ActivMedia peoplebot with two PCs. The
robot has an built-in PC with a 500 Mhz K2 processor and
128 MBytes of RAM running LINUX with kernel 2.6.1.
The built-in PC is the main relay station via a serial port
connection for the low-level embedded controller, which is
in charge of the two wheel motors and also the readings
from the three sets of 8 sonars each (two sets forming
a sonar ring at a height of 20 cm, one set is mounted
in the front of the robot at a height of 1.4 m). The PC
is also connected to a SICK 2D laser range finder via
another serial port and controls the pan-tilt zoom unit,
on which a USB web cam is mounted, through a third.
Finally, the built-in PC provides an ethernet connection
through which information can be passed to the other PC, a
Pentium IV 2.4 Ghz Windows XP machine, which contains
a PCI card with the CNN ACE4K chip (which currently is
only supported under Windows). The second PC also has
a frame grabber to which the web camera is connected.
The implementation of the architecture was split over
both PCs: the PC with the CNN chip implemented parts
A, B, and C in Figure 1 using the CNN development
environment Aladdin [8] and the Borland C++ development
environment, while the built-in PC performed the rest using
the JAVA-based ADE development environment [25].
For the experimental evaluation, the system was placed
in a indoor environment with uncontrolled lighting conditions (flickering neon lights of different intensity). We
conducted four different experiments to evaluate different
aspects of the system. Experiment 1 tested simple tracking
of one moving person. Experiment 2 tested detection of a
moving person at a distance, which involves the “people
investigation” module. Experiment 3 tested tracking of a
moving person with temporary occlusions. Finally, experiment 4 tested tracking of multiple moving people. For
each experiment, we show a figure containing three rows.
On the first row, four snapshot images from the robot’s
camera depict important events from the experimental run
(they are referred to by their frame numbers). The big
white box drawn on the picture is the 64x64 frame that
was processed by the CNN. A small white box is drawn
to indicate where the system believes the face is if the
instantaneous probability is high enough. In the row below
the images the laser distance data from -90 to +90 degrees
from the robot’s heading can be seen, mapped onto a
straight horizontal line (the longer the vertical line in a
given horizontal position, the shorter the distance of the
corresponding object detected by the laser beam from the
robot). Dark parts show the objects that are considered
1 Note that this approach to leg tracking will not work if the legs of a
person are permanently occluded, e.g., because the person is wearing a
long skirt.

“leg-like” (in some of the experiments the blue objects
shows that the leg is confirmed by the face). The chart at
the bottom of each figure shows the temporal evolution of
the certainty factor of the face tracking system (as well as
the instantaneous probability–individual dots–of the face
detection system) for each frame during the experiment
run.
A. Experiment 1: Tracking one moving person
In this baseline experiment, we tested whether the system could detect a person entering the room and subsequently track the moving person. Figure 3 depicts the
results. The first image shows the person entering the sensory range of the laser, where legs are found immediately
(while the camera is facing a different direction–Frame 4).
Subsequently, the leg tracking module caused the camera
to move to the angle at which legs were found and quickly
obtained a high C value about the face detected there
(Frame 68). The person was subsequently tracked by both
tracking modules in different lighting conditions (in this
case, the camera also followed the person since it did not
have any other face to track–Frames 88 and 323).

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Experiment 2: Detecting and tracking a person at a distance.

can be seen from the indentation of the distance readings in
the laser data). The face tracking module immediately took
over (Frame 324) and leg tracking resumed when the legs
reappeared (Frame 479). As can be seen in the last picture
(Frame 545), tracking continues even if the person’s legs
cannot be separated (as happens when one leg temporary
occlusion the other leg when a person is walking).

Experiment 1: Tracking a moving person.
Fig. 5.

Experiment 3: Tracking with temporary occlusions.

B. Experiment 2: Detecting and tracking at a distance
The second experiment tested whether the robot could
find a person at a distance. Figure 4 depicts the results.
Again, after the persons enters the sensory range of the
laser, the face tracking module attempt to identify a face
(Frame 143). Since the robot was not close enough for face
tracking to obtain enough certainty, the leg tracking module
caused the robot to investigate, i.e., to move towards the
suspected area (Frames 446 and 586). Eventually, it came
close enough for face tracking to obtain a high C value
(Frame 700).
C. Experiment 3: Tracking with temporary occlusions
The third experiment tested whether the robot could
track a moving person with temporary occlusions of the
legs. Figure 5 shows the results. After detecting and
tracking a person with both tracking modules (Frame 280),
the person moved behind an obstacle (the location of which

D. Experiment 4: Tracking multiple persons
The fourth experiment tested the system’s ability to
track multiple people.2 The results are shown in Figure
6. Once the first person was confirmed (Frame 178), the
camera moved to the left, where the leg tracking system
detected a single leg (the left black bar in the sonar
range image) in order to check whether it belongs to
a person. However, since the face tracking system was
unable to corroborate the evidence (Frame 199), the leg was
subsequently ignored. As soon as new legs were detected
(Frame 282), the camera moved to check for a face and
subsequently confirmed the presence of a person (Frame
627).
2 For lack of space the two charts with the certainty factors have been
omitted.

Fig. 6.

Experiment 4: Tracking multiple persons.

V. D ISCUSSION
The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed
system is capable of tracking multiple moving people,
even when the robot is itself in motion, different from
the other systems discussed in the background section.
This is possible because we employ two tracking systems
that work together in parallel, rather than sequentially. By
using the CNN chip, we are able to achieve a very high
update frequency of the visual tracking module of 30 Hz,
which is the maximum frame rate of the frame grabber
board. It is expected that even higher frame rates could
be obtained with faster frame grabbers, while increasing
the size of images in the visual stream. The leg tracking
system currently operates at approximately 3 Hz, which
has been found to be lowest update rate sufficient for leg
tracking when people are moving at normal speeds (note
that there is still room for an increased update rate for
people moving quickly). We are currently evaluating the
system in different indoor settings with larger numbers of
concurrently present people (from 5 to 20).
The current system can easily be integrated into architectures for service robots, for example, a robotic waiter
for receptions that attempts to serve appetizers and drinks
to people. For such an application it is sufficient to only
approximately keep track of where people are in the
environment and move to all of them at regular intervals.
This can be done in with the current system by using the
confirmed leg information in the leg tracking module as
a basis for a simple person identification mechanisms that
attempts to keep track of how many times a person has
been served and makes the robot move towards people
who have been served least–we are currently working on
an implementation of this application. Finally, we also see
much room for improvement of the leg tracking modules,
especially the determination of the confidence that partially
or wholly occluded people are still present.
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